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The Essence of Lightning, 
Creativity, and Poetry
A Loving Foreword for Cecilia Pavón

Dorothea Lasky

For the last three decades, Cecilia Pavón has been changing the 
landscape of  poetry, writing, art, translation, publi shing, commu-
nity events, and culture. Situated in her home in Argen tina, Pavón 
has written, edited, and translated over twenty books of  poetry, 
fiction, and nonfiction. As a poet, thinker, translator, and curator, 
Pavón is simply a force like no other. It is evident that in the com-
ing years she will continue to influence those of  us writing today 
with her grace, genius, and endless song.

One of  Pavón’s greatest contributions to the possibility of  
contem porary art and literature has been her devotion to bringing 
community collaboration and kindness to the sacred act of  art 
making. 

In 1999, Pavón co-founded Belleza y Felicidad with Fer-
nanda Laguna as a space to encompass the needs of  her fellow 
artists and writers in Buenos Aires. And although Pavón moved 
on from her direct involvement with the space in 2002, Pavón’s 
co-vision for her Belleza y Felicidad created a place like no  
other. It represented—and still continues to––the possibilities of  
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real interdisciplinary collaboration, providing a place to showcase 
art and writing through events, a press, and a gallery space. Pavón’s 
connection to this vision has continued well into the future, and in 
2019, she opened her Microcentro Office of  Poetry. It is without 
a doubt that Pavón will open more radical art spaces in the years 
to come. 

Belleza y Felicidad’s inception and its success means more 
than the events or books it produced, or even the artists and 
writers it supported. Its presence in the contemporary cultural 
landscape posits that the idea of  everyday art is important, or a 
holy endeavor even. It suggests also a lot about Pavón’s poetics.

Some have called Pavón’s poetic and artistic instincts kitsch. 
The kitsch, like Pavón’s work, flies free when applied to the thrill 
of  creativity and the possibilities of  it. The kitsch is always about 
the everyday. The kitsch is the lightning of  the everyday.

For when an artist, writer, or poet can engage with the heart 
of  what moves them in the space of  the everyday, then the stream-
ing dreams of  life lived entirely to its fullest is certainly within 
reach. Kitsch, with its emphasis on drama, ephemera, sentimen-
tality, quotidian concerns, and making something beautiful from 
what not only already exists, but what is actually around, can be a 
completely revolutionary artistic procedure. 

Still, for some, kitsch has long meant to be a complica ted 
term to apply to a piece of  high artwork. The idea of  kitsch some-
what contains the spirit of  the 1990s, distinctly its irony, which 
Pavón’s work contains as well. Within the span of  the 1990s, there 
sat a world grappling with a new millennium, with the inherent 
anxiety of  this timestamp and its magnitude. And yet, this decade 
contained a contradictory hope for the future, despite the horrors 
still occurring rapidly. Pavón’s language always holds this hope, in 
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spite of  the daily terror present within it. It’s this drama that con-
tains the real, the lightning of  the real.

Pavón’s work is not necessarily kitsch at all, but it still contains 
the same everyday hope we can assign to the word. In her entire 
body of  work, Pavón’s voice, especially within her poetry, commu-
nity-led gestures like Belleza y Felicidad or the Microcentro Office 
of  Poetry, are always at the heart of  her language choices. In her 
writing, Pavón tips her hat always to the reader, tending to them 
as closely as she might tend to the needs of  a real person. It’s all 
a performance, between self  and reader, between moment and 
time, between caring and not caring. But actually, Pavón’s poems 
always care.

Pavón’s persona—ferocious, strange, and sweet—is always 
there in her work, hoping for another day to create. There is 
always care there, in her lines, and heartfelt interest in how the 
reader might engage with the writing that is on the page, even as it 
appears to be highly personal and concerned with its own partic-
ulars. These gorgeous contradictions make poetry that is singular, 
pressurized, and like no one else’s writing today.

If  she had been born in another time, perhaps Pavón might 
have been considered a confessional poet. That would have been 
the wrong label for her work, but then again, the label of  confes-
sional has never seemed correct for almost anyone. In fact, at its 
core, the idea of  a confessional poet feels, at times, shaky in the 
gut. 

Yes, the term confessional itself  is one rife with problems 
and miscalculations. The American Confessional poets of  the 
middle of  the 20th century, like Plath and Sexton, played on the 
idea of  the taboo. In a so-called confessional poem, if  we are to 
believe the descriptions of  it, a poet makes seemingly intimate 
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pronouncements, in the hopes that the connection it makes with 
the reader will hold them there, in the space of  the poem, forever. 

No. Instead, Pavón’s poetry is not confessional as much 
as hyper-real, engaged with the self  and its surrounding spirits, 
obsessed with the landscape and its knowledge, and determined 
to make a beautiful tapestry out of  sound and image, no matter 
what the cost. Pavón’s poems exist squarely in the belief  that all 
human (readers) are interconnected, intimately, and care for one 
another. And that a poem need not capture a reader, but instead, 
invite them in. 

In these gestures, we might see in Pavón’s work a connection 
to fellow Argentinian poet and writer Jorge Luis Borges. Not only 
do we see lifelong explorations across genres in both of  them, but 
Borges’ work, like Pavón’s, has the spirit—however mediated—to 
exalt everyday experience. Like Pavón’s, in his poetry especially, 
Borges seeks to make language mired by what is, in order to see 
what can be. There is a groundedness to Borges’ language that 
echoes Pavón’s. Both suggest we cannot ever go too far past the 
earth and the real, so why try. Once you succumb to the miracles 
of  reality, the riches for creativity are endless there. That is the 
lesson of  both their words.

Pavón’s real life poetry community is far more reaching than 
to be summed up by a movement or a fixed term for poetics. Instead 
Pavón’s work is magical, steeped in the work of  contemporary and 
classic poets and writers (some of  whom she has translated) like 
Ariana Reines, Alfonsina Storni, Gwendolyn Brooks, CACon-
rad, Bhanu Kapil, Marina Tsvetaeva, Miyó Vestrini, Fred Moten, 
Diane di Prima, Jack Spicer, and Chris Kraus. Writers like these 
and countless others who hold language—in both the poem and  
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the  story—in the midst of  the everyday exaltation of  intercon-
nected humanity seem to be the greatest current kindred to Pavón. 

Longtime fans of  Pavón now have the book you hold in your 
hands to delight in. In it, we can see how poets and writers like 
these have influenced her work heavily throughout her long career. 
In the first poem of  this exquisite bilingual edition, “A Hotel With 
My Name,” Pavón writes:

You brought the heaviest pen for our walk around the city. 
Now I’m taking apart God’s bracelet.
I saw shoots from the “I-don’t-know-what-kind-of ” flowers 
that lay sort of strewn on a mattress of dry leaves. 
Is this inspiration? 

No 

A poem like this makes us wonder what inspiration is really. 
The poem negates its own offering and we are left with this long-
ing and question, “Is this inspiration?,” left unanswered. The only 
real answer, the poem later tells us, are “spotted flowers/that were 
constellations” and “trees…moving/like spades in the air.” Like so 
many poems in this collection, the answer Pavón leaves us with is 
nature and its infinite divinity and purpose.

Later in the book, within the second part of  a poem called 
“Last Poems of  Winter,” Pavón writes:

I remain subject to the Earth
My bare feet on moss
My nails a bit shrill and brittle
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My hair damaged
But I’ve got something golden in my favor.
Men of  the supermarket: thank you for existing
Although I’d rather shop in the open air
At a street market,
in the open air.
I don’t like the lighting.
What I am carrying in this brown paper bag
is a piece of  raw meat.
All morning long the meat traverses the city with me.
It’s an exception that today is sunny because
we’re in the most desolate of  winters.
When I reach the apartment, I am hit
full force by the heaviness of  a home.
Do I hate houses because they always feel empty to me? 

Words like these are what make Pavón a healing poet, a great 
poet, a poet to carry us through life and beyond. The poem, in-
sistent on the pressure of  the open air, insists as well on magic 
and its everyday possibilities. The poem, insistent on the beau-
ty of  “bare feet on moss,” “nails a bit shrill and brittle,” and 
“hair damaged,” makes it so that it has “something golden in  
my favor.” 

Cecilia Pavón is an imminent poet. She is also a poet of  
friendship. She creates poems that are our friends. Pavón’s poems 
are, as Sylvia Plath says, a “bowl of  red” which “blooms out of  
sheer love of  me.” Pavón’s poems bloom out of  sheer love of  us. 

I love this work. I love these poems. I love the spirit behind 
them and the language within it. I love the person in the world  
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who wrote these poems and the millions of  events that led up to 
their production. I love this book.

So, bloom, dear reader, bloom. Bloom in the spirit of  this new  
and majestic book in front of  you right now. Its endless light will 
guide the way.
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Un hotel con mi nombre

Trajiste la birome más pesada para nuestro paseo por la ciudad.
Ahora desarmo la pulsera de Dios.
Vi los brotes de las flores “no las conozco”
que estaban como dispersos en un colchón de hojas duras.
¿Es esto inspiración?

No

(cuando estuve loca pensé que me volvería papel quemado
volando a la altura de las torres y los edificios)

Mi nombre está escrito frente a mí en letras de neón:
Hay un hotel con mi nombre.
A este bar suelo venir cuando mi mente está en la nada,
pero hoy vi las flores de puntos
que eran constelaciones,
y algo me hace creer que no puedo arrancármelas de la piel.
Por otro lado,
los árboles
están moviéndose
como espadas en el aire.
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A Hotel With My Name

You brought the heaviest pen for our walk around the city.
Now I’m taking apart God’s bracelet.
I saw shoots from the “I-don’t-know-what-kind-of ” flowers
that lay sort of  strewn on a mattress of  dry leaves.
Is this inspiration?

No

(when I was in a craze, I thought I might turn into burnt paper
flying high as the towers and buildings)

My name is written in front of  me in neon letters:
There’s a hotel with my name.
I usually come to this bar with nothing on my mind,
but today I saw flowers with spots
that were constellations,
and something makes me think I can’t shed them from my skin.
Meanwhile,
the trees
are moving
like spades in the air.
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Últimos poemas de invierno

1

¿Ha sido Dios el que no has dado esta
mañana,
o he sido yo la que me la proporcioné 
con mis buenos deseos
y mis buenos hábitos?
El verde de los arbustos, la rugosidad de las palmeras
todo en unos metros cuadrados internamente
en la ciudad.
Voy a explicar un momento hermoso:
Caminar, dar una vuelta el domingo a las 9 am.
La ciudad está como virgen
las palomas no tienen cara de asesinas
y no hay niños.
Puedo sentir la densidad del aire,
o sentir 
qué es el aura.
No sé si camino,
no sé exactamente qué.
Tengo la alegría de que nadie me espere en mi casa
la bendición de que los seres amados
descansen lejanos
en mi corazón.
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Last Poems of Winter

1

Was it God that gave us this
morning,
or did I bestow it upon myself  
with my good wishes
and good habits?
The green of  the shrubs, the roughness of  the palms
all contained in a few square feet deep
in the city.
I’m going to explain a beautiful moment:
Walking, taking a stroll on Sunday at 9 a.m.
The city is unspoiled
the pigeons don’t look like murderers
and there aren’t any children.
I can feel the thickness of  the air,
or feel 
the aura.
I don’t know if  I’m walking,
don’t know exactly what.
I have the joy that no one awaits me at home
the blessing that my loved ones
rest far away
in my heart.
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